INITIAL CLASS ASSIGNMENTS FOR SPRING 2011

This newsletter contains initial class assignments for many Law School courses.

Assignments may also be posted in the glass-enclosed bulletin board on the ground floor and/or may appear on the Blackboard course site: http://blackboard.cornell.edu

Book list link on Registrar’s website: https://support.law.cornell.edu/students/students/CourseBooks/CourseBooks.cfm

TEXTBOOKS AT THE CORNELL STORE
255-4111; http://www.store.cornell.edu/

Textbooks for law courses are available at the Cornell Store (on Ho Plaza across from Willard Straight Hall) on the first floor of the store.

CORNELL STORE HOURS
Extended Store Hours

January 16–20: 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 21 and Sunday, January 22: 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
January 23–24: 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

January 25: Normal hours resume

Monday-Friday: 8:00 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Wednesdays until 7:00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00-5:00 p.m.
Sunday: Closed
FROM PAUL WEBER, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
The Law School and BlackBoard system
Spring 2011

BlackBoard is a University supported web site that facilitates course communication and the distribution of course-related electronic documents. BlackBoard has an easy to use interface with many features including email, discussion groups, and electronic drop boxes.

The IT department has developed a BlackBoard site for each Law School course and the titles are in the form of the course title followed by the semester and year and the professor’s last name, [example: Epicurean Law Spring 2012 (Professor Maypops)]. You can also search for all Law courses under the BlackBoard catalog.

BlackBoard accounts have been set up for all law school students. Students can log into BlackBoard using their NetID login and password.

After logging in, students will see a tab called “My Blackboard”, and after clicking on that tab, on the right side there will be a section called “My Courses.” Under “My Courses” a list of courses for each student who has been admitted will be displayed.

During Add-Drop, we will be populating BlackBoard once a day. This will add students to courses. Unfortunately, due to BlackBoard system limitations, we will not be able to remove students from courses that they have dropped, until after Add-Drop has ended. That means two things:

1. if an instructor sends an email to students in a course, students who have dropped that course will still receive the email; and

2. students who have dropped courses will still see them under the “My Courses” heading and will still have access to them. After Add-Drop has completed, we will remove non-enrolled students from BlackBoard course sites.

Please note: not all faculty members use the BlackBoard System. Please consult with your instructor for each course to see if they are using BlackBoard.

If you would like to view the tutorial that was presented as part of the Information Technologies Orientation presentation, go to the Registrar’s website: http://registrar.lawschool.cornell.edu and then click on the link for My Information/BlackBoard.
First Year Courses

Civil Procedure (AEF)-Clermont
The assignment for the first class appears in the announcements and the syllabus, which you'll find at the course website on Blackboard.

Civil Procedure (BCD)-Holden-Smith
Please read carefully pp. 428-438 of the FKC, and skim pages 231-247. The Course Outline is posted on the Blackboard site for this course.

Contracts (CDE)-Hillman
Welcome back. For the first class, please read pp. 560-563; 569-572; and 577-585 of Summers and Hillman, Contract and Related Obligation (6th ed.)

Contracts (ABF)-Rachlinski

Criminal Law (CDE)-Garvey
Welcome to Criminal Law. Download a copy of the syllabus from Blackboard (under “Course Information”). I will spend much of the first day of class giving you an overview of the course. With any time that remains we will discuss the material listed for the first assignment. You will need an iClicker for the course, though we will not be using it on the first day of class.

Criminal Law (ABF)-Ohlin
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Lawyering (C)-Atlas
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Lawyering (A)-Buble
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Lawyering (F)-Eagen
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Lawyering (D)-Mooney
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Lawyering (E)-Weyble
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.
Lawyering (B)-Whelan
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Property (BC)-Alexander
For the first meeting of our section of Property, please read and be prepared to discuss pp. 18-28 (Pierson v. Post and the succeeding Notes) in the casebook, Dukeminier, et al., Property, 7th ed. (2010). I look forward to seeing you then.

Property (D)-McSweeney
Read carefully Pierson v. Post and the notes and questions following it (pp. 18-26 in the casebook, Dukeminier et al., Property, 7th ed.). Be prepared with answers to any questions that appear in the reading, including those in the footnotes.

Property (A)-Sherwin
Please note the schedule change for this course: we will meet Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays from 2:30-3:45. Materials: Required: Cribbet, Johnson et al., Cases & Materials on Property (9th ed. 2008). Recommended: Kurtz, Moynihan’s Introduction to the Law of Real Property (4d ed. 2005) (previous editions are OK). First Week’s Assignments: 1. 1-18, 68-74, 706-709; 2. 709-713, 18-27; 3. 27-34, 35-36 (stop after note 1), 43-56, 103-107 (stop after note 2). Please also check Blackboard for questions on the materials.

Property (EF)-Underkuffler
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Graduate Courses
[available for LLM & JSD students only]

Principles of American Legal Writing-Knight
For the first class, January 23, please read Nedzel, Chapter 1, pp. 1-30.

Core and Upperclass Courses

Accounting for Lawyers-Sarachan
The first day assignment for Accounting For Lawyers will be posted on Blackboard.


Advanced Legal Research in Business Law-Callihan
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Business Organizations-Stout
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.
Comparative Constitutional Law-Kube
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Constitutional Law II: The First Amendment-Shiffrin
The assignment for the first three to four class sessions is pp. 1-49 from the Shiffrin & Choper, *The First Amendment* (5th ed. 2011). In the first class we will cover pp. 1-16 (through note 2). The 2011 supplement to the casebook is also required for the course. Computers may be used on the final examination, but computers and other electronic devices may not be used during regular class sessions.

Evidence-Colb
Hi students. Welcome to Evidence! This post contains the assignments for your first week of Evidence class. The syllabus (which also includes the assignments for the first five weeks or so of class) will be available on the e-Blackboard. I use abbreviations in my assignments, so here are the meanings of various abbreviations: **CB** = Casebook: George Fisher, *Evidence*, Second Edition (Foundation Press 2008). **SUPP** = George Fisher, *Federal Rules of Evidence 2011-2012 Statutory and Case Supplement to Evidence*, Second Edition (Thomson Reuters/Foundation Press 2008). The abbreviations “t”, “b”, and “m”, respectively, refer to the top of an assigned page, the bottom of an assigned page, and the middle of an assigned page.

You’ll want to read each assignment, including both the casebook pages and supplement pages listed, prior to the class for which it is assigned. (1) refers to the first class, (2) to the second, and so on. You do not need to read the “Problems” that appear in the book unless they are specifically assigned in the syllabus. The first class will meet on Monday, January 23. Our meeting times will be Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, from 11:15-12:10.

1. CB 1-7t, SUPP 463 (Rule 606), SUPP 461 (Rule 601, Rule 602, and Rule 603), SUPP 471 (Rule 610), CB 357b-359.

2. SUPP 421 (Rule 104(a)), SUPP 429 (Rules 401 and 402), CB 18-29 (including Problems 1.1-1.5).

3. SUPP 421 (Rule 104(b)) and SUPP 12m-13m (portion of Advisory Committee Notes on “Subdivision (b)”), SUPP 429 (Rule 403) and SUPP 44-45m (portion of Advisory Committee Notes concerning Rule 403), CB 32-34t, CB 45m-53.

4. CB 60-61m (including Problems 1.10-1.11), CB 77b-89.

Constitutional Law of the European Union-Lasser
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Cornell Prison Education Program Teaching Practicum
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Education Law-Heise
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Ethics of Corporate Culture [alsoNBA 5140]-Radcliffe
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Family Law-Bowman
Federal Courts-Dorf
For the first class, please look at the Syllabus (which will be posted on Blackboard) and read Article III of the Constitution as well as pp. 1-47 and 381-383 (Note on the Tidewater Problem) of the Hart & Wechsler casebook. This is a long assignment but there is no additional reading for the second day of class.

Federal Income Taxation-Schnur
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Financial Institutions [also NBA 6460]-Hockett
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Insurance Law-Heise
Prior to our first class-scheduled for Tuesday, January 24 at 2:30 p.m. please read and be prepared to discuss pp. 1-30 from our principal text from the course, Kenneth S. Abraham, Insurance Law and Regulation (Foundation, 5th ed. 2010). I will distribute copies of the course syllabus at our first class as well as on-line via Blackboard. After that, additional copies will be available from Ms. Jackson in room 315.

Intellectual Property-Livak
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

International and Foreign Legal Research-Emerson
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

International Economic Law [also NBA 6350]-Lienau
Welcome back! The preliminary course syllabus will be available on Blackboard under Course Documents the week before class. The primary text will be Detlev Vagts, William Dodge, and Harold Koh's Transnational Business Problems (4th ed.), available at the Cornell Bookstore. For our first meeting, please be prepared to discuss the first assignment (pp. 61-85).

International Law/International Relations Colloquium-Lienau, Kreps
Welcome back! Our first meeting will be Monday, January 30 with Rachel Brewster (Harvard Law School). We’ll meet at usual time from 12:15-1:20 p.m. in room 277. Professor Brewster's paper will be available on the course Blackboard website a week before the session, along with an updated syllabus including spring speakers and paper titles. Dawne Peacock will also send a reminder e-mail along with the paper to the course email list. Please be sure to respond to Dawne to indicate you'll be attending. I will send a separate email to confirm student commentators for January 30.

International Law and Foreign Direct Investment-Ndulo
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

International Mergers & Acquisitons [also NBA 5870]-Hanks
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Introduction to Depositions-Whelan
Please check Blackboard for the assignment. If you are on the waitlist and cannot access Blackboard for this course, you should check with my assistant, Allen Czelusniak, in room 315 for any assignment.
Please note: All students who are on the waitlist and who wish to add the class must attend the first class and all other classes that take place before the add/drop deadline.

**Law and Literature: The Jury as Audience [also Engl 3762]-Meyler**

No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Legal Ethics-Oxymoron or Principles Successful Practice-DuPuy**

For the first class Monday January 23 please read Morgan and Rotunda, pp. 1-46 and In re Himmel, 533 N.E.2d 790 (Ill. 1988).

**Legislation-Chafetz**

Welcome back! The syllabus for Legislation is posted on Blackboard. For our first meeting, on Tuesday, January 24, please read pp. 1-23, 38-47, 82-87 of the casebook (Eskridge, Frickey, & Garrett, *Cases and Materials on Legislation: Statutes and the Creation of Public Policy* (4th ed. 2007)), which is available at the bookstore.

**National Security Law-Rana**

Welcome back! The first assignment for Tuesday January 24 will be Ernest May, “National Security in American History,” in *Rethinking America's Security*, eds. Graham Allison and Gregory F. Treverton (New York: W.W. Norton, 1992), pp. 94-114. The reading along with the course syllabus are available on Blackboard.

**Negotiation Skills-Minella**

No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Negotiated and Collaborative Decision-Making [also ILRLR 6892]-Newhart, Farina**

There is no reading assignment for the first class, but there will be a required, in-class exercise. Anyone who does not attend the first class will be dropped from the class list (or waiting list.) You must speak to one of the instructors if you are unable to attend due to a good reason.

**Securities Regulation-Whitehead**


**Selected Topics in Patent Law and Practice-Dabney**

Prior to our first session on January 23, please pick up copies of the course materials from Lyndsey Clark in room 213. There is no textbook for this course; assigned materials will be made available each week in hard copy and on Blackboard. A course syllabus, including information concerning commentary papers and class participation, will be posted on Blackboard. For the first class please read the following materials and come to class prepared to discuss the following topic:

**Class 1:** What types of innovations are subject to regulation by patent law? Assigned readings:

1. U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8 (Statutory Supplement Tab 1)
4. US 6,584,450 to Hastings et al. for “Method and Apparatus for Renting Items” (assigned to Netflix.com, Inc.)
5. Brief for Respondent, Bilski v. Kappos, No. 08-964 (September 2009)
Sports Law-Briggs
Contract law, pp. 91-128.

Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders-Green
There is no assignment for the first class. The syllabus for the course, a set of problems, and a set of “Transactional Outlines” will be available on the course Blackboard site.

Trial Advocacy-Galbreath
Go to the BlackBoard website for the course and review in particular the memo to students, syllabus and first assignment. A paper copy will also be in your pendafile. If you have questions, contact Glenn Galbreath, 607-255-4196, ggg2@cornell.edu

WTO and International Trade Law [also NBA 6980]-Barcelo
Books: 1) Jackson, Davey, & Sykes, *International Economic Relations* (5th ed. 2008); 2) 2008 Documents Supplement. **Assignment First Class** (January 24): Jackson pp. 214-217; 222-228 (top); **skim** 234-239; **read** WTO Agreement Art. II [Document Supplement Item 1] and the Annexes on DS, pp13-14; GATT 1994 (1)(a) [DS Item 3]; **skim**: GATT 1947 [DS item 2] Arts: I(1); II(1)(a)&(b); III(1), (2), (4), (8); VI(1), (2), (3), (6); XI(1); XVI(1); XIX (1)(a); XX (b)&(g); XXIII; XXIV(4), (5), (6), (8). [Look for the following in the GATT 1947 articles: (i) Tariffs are legal; quantitative restrictions are illegal. (ii) There are two non-discrimination principles. (Are they interrelated?). (iii) There is one general exception and there are several specific exceptions to these rules. (iv) One article deals with dispute settlement.] Note that the documents in the DS are also available on line at [www.wto.org](http://www.wto.org) (under top menu “Documents” then “Legal Texts”). See syllabus posted on Blackboard for further assignments.

Colloquia, Seminars and Problem Courses

Advanced Criminal Procedure: Post-Conviction Remedies-K. Weyble
No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Advanced Topic in the Anthropology of Law [also ANTHR 7422]-Riles
No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Animal Rights-Colb
No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Biblical Law-Carmichael
No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Chinese Law: Tradition and Modernization-Yu
We will meet on Tuesday, January 24 for our first class. Please check the course Blackboard site for reading assignment.

Citizenship in American Constitutional Thought-Rana
Welcome back! The syllabus as well as all the readings for the seminar are available on Blackboard under Course Documents. The assignment for our first class on Tuesday January 24 can be found in the folder titled, “Introduction and American Exceptionalism.”
Constitutional Law and Political Theory-Shiffrin

The reading for the first class is On Liberty (which appears on pp. 41-131 in the Norton Critical edition of essays) by J.S. Mill. Before three o’clock on the first day of class, you should place in my mailbox three comments, arguments, questions, or matters to be discussed about the reading. Your comments taken together should not exceed two pages and can be handwritten. This assignment will not be graded. Computers and other electronic devices may not be used during class sessions, but they may, of course, be used for completing any of the written assignments.

Contemporary American Jury-Hans

No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Critical Race Theory [also GOVT 6578]-Smith

First class meeting. January 25. Goldwin Smith Hall, 144. Required:


Current Debates in Criminal Law-Garvey

Download a copy of the syllabus from Blackboard (under “Course Information”) and the readings for the first meeting (under “Course Content”). We will spend the first class discussing the format of the seminar and the readings.

Deals Seminar: Capital Markets Transactions-Junewicz

The first set of readings has been posted on the course Blackboard website. Please review the syllabus and readings for the first class, and be prepared to discuss them. In particular, we will talk about the advantages and disadvantages for a private company of “going public”; why Facebook may be practically required to conduct an IPO (even if it would otherwise prefer to remain private); the advantages and disadvantages of having both “high vote and low vote” common stock; and corporate “housekeeping” prior to an IPO.

Deals Seminar: Drafting & Analyzing Corporate Agreements-Jacobs

The first set of readings has been posted on the course website. Please review the syllabus and readings, and be prepared to discuss them in class. For the confidentiality agreement, please only read the version marked “executed” (we will go over the other versions in class to trace changes that were made). Please only read Article I of the triangular merger agreement, and please only skim the term sheet to get a sense of what it is.

Dispute Resolution Practicum [also ILRLR 6019]-Lipsky, Scanza, Seeber

Welcome! A required text for the course, The Fundamentals of Labor Arbitration by Jay Grenig and Rocco Scanza, can be purchased at the Scheinman Institute on Conflict Resolution (4th Floor ILR Research Building, room 456, M-F, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.) for $25.00. We encourage you to read the book prior to the start of the semester.

Empirical Studies of the Legal System-Eisenberg

Note: We will not meet on Monday, January 23. Our first meeting will be on January 30. In the meantime, after you have the book and software, please begin to familiarize yourself with Stata. You can do this by beginning part of the reading and exercises in Stata. We will begin the course with material on the following pages of Acock: pp. 1-56, 71-86, 155-166. Additional material will be posted on a course Blackboard site as soon as the course site is created.

Estate Planning-O’Toole
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Ethnoracial Identity in Anthropology, Language, and Law [also AM ST 6424, ANTHRO 6240, LSP 6240]-V. Santiago-Irizarry
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Feminist Jurisprudence-Bowman
The textbook for this course is Bowman, Rosenbury, Tuerkheimer & Yuracko, Feminist Jurisprudence (4th ed.). Please read pp. 1-45.

Global and Regional Economic Integration-Barcelo
Materials: On the Internet, on Blackboard, and photo-copied. First Assignment (Thursday, January 26, 4:15 to 5:55). See Blackboard during the first week of classes.

Health Care Law-Frakes
For our first class, please read and be prepared to discuss the papers included in the “Class 1” folder of the “Contents” tab of the seminar’s Blackboard page. The discussion in the first class will focus on the basic question: should health care be guaranteed as a right or should it be allocated by private markets? The syllabus will be available via Blackboard at some point prior to the first class.

Income Taxations of Corporate Mergers & Acquisitions-Schnur
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

International Criminal Law-Ndulo
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

International Taxation-Green
For the first class, please read chapter 1 in Joseph Isenbergh, International Taxation. The syllabus for the course will be available on the course Blackboard site.

Islamic Law and History-Powers
Ruthven, Islam: A Very Short Introduction (all); Koran, chapter 4 (“Women”) and chapter 33 (“Confederates”). Attendance mandatory at first class meeting.

Jurisprudence of War-Ohlin
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.
**Law and Humanities Colloquium-Meyler**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Markets, Democracy, and the Rule of Law-Lienau**

Welcome back! The preliminary course syllabus will be available on Blackboard under Course Documents the week before class. For our introductory session, please be prepared to discuss the first assignment, available on Blackboard under the Assignments tab.

**Markets, Morals and Methods-Hockett**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Pretrial Practice, Litigation Strategies, and Remedies in Commercial Litigation-D’Amore, Radice**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**The Separation of Powers-Chafetz**

Welcome back! The syllabus and all of the readings for Separation of Powers are posted on Blackboard. For our first meeting, on Thursday, January 26, please read the Youngstown case and the very short article by Sanford Levinson. Many of you will no doubt have read Youngstown before, either in its entirety or in an edited version. Regardless, please read/re-read the entire case (as well as Levinson's brief thoughts on it) and come prepared for a lively class discussion on Thursday.

**Topics in Intellectual Property-Liivak**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Twentieth Century Jurisprudence: The Great Works-Herstein**

Please obtain a copy of H.L.A. Hart, *The Concept of Law* (2nd ed., 1994). The bookstore should have copies. For our first class read chapters 1-4. In class, we will discuss the further readings for the seminar.

**The War on Drugs-Satin**

The reading materials for the first class can be obtained from my administrative assistant, Jack Glezen, in room G40, on or after January 20. Please read the materials prior to the first class on January 29.

**Clinical Courses and Externships**

**Advanced International Human Rights Clinic-Brundige, Kalantry**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Advanced Labor Law-Cornell**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

**Attorneys for Children-Mooney**

No assignment submitted to *Scoops*. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.
Capital Punishment Clinic 1-Blume, Johnson
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Capital Punishment Clinic 2-Blume, Johnson
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Child Advocacy Clinic 1-Mooney
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Cross-national Human Rights Clinic-Kalantry, Brundige
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

e-Government Clinic-Farina, Newhart
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Externships: Full Time; Part Time, Judicial; Part Time, Neighborhood Legal Services; Part Time, Other Local-Galbreath
Go to the BlackBoard website for the course and review in particular the memo to students and syllabus. If you have questions, contact Glenn Galbreath, 607-255-4196, ggg2@cornell.edu.

Family Law Clinic-Bowman
Before the first meeting of the clinic, please review all of the materials in the Training Manual that cover divorce. We will cover the section on Child Support at our second meeting. The Manual can be found on the course Blackboard site.

Immigration Appellate Law and Advocacy Clinic-Yale-Loehr, Ruehle
Required reading (see generally Blackboard site for this course at http://blackboard.cornell.edu. The course number is 7801-301).
1. Read course requirements at Course Information tab on Blackboard site.
2. Read course syllabus at Course Information tab on Blackboard site 3.
Reading:
• AILA’s Asylum Primer by Regina Germain: Chapter 1 (Sources of Asylum Law); Chapter 2 (U.S. Asylum Law)
• Immigration Clinic Handbook at Course Documents tab on Blackboard site

Questions:
• What is the difference between affirmative and defensive asylum claims?
• What is the procedure for affirmative and defensive asylum claims?
• What is the burden of proof an applicant must satisfy in an asylum claim? A withholding claim?

Labor Law Clinic 1-Cornell
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Land Use, Development & Natural Resource Protection Clinic-Porter
No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Clinic 1-Hazeldean
   No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

Securities Law Clinic 1, and 3-Jacobson
   No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.

US Attorney’s Office Clinic 2-Roberts
   No assignment submitted to Scoops. Check the glass enclosed bulletin board and/or Blackboard course site for information.